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: cA University of Kansas Medical Cen- 

a ‘ter pathologist has written a medical : 

: ‘journal article discounting the one-bul- 
; awakening to. the magnitude of-what 1 : 
“consider to. be the inadequacy. and su-.~ 

let theory in, the 1963. 

slaying of. President 

og ” City. re “alleges 
“s many medical facts;: 
“as well as: testimony 

a ~Nichols is a forensic: pathologist. who. 

“has: testified on several: occasions: in 

hibits and conducting. ‘his. own'tests in 

= effort to. either substantiate or-wea 

“caused Kennedy’ Ss: ‘wounds: ‘aswell: as 
those- to: former .Gov.., ‘John Connally; 

“His: findings. have. been. published:: for: 
the first time i ina 20-page article i in the 

: Nichols: ‘findings. center: on: tests. he 
Ba conducted ‘which he: contends. prove a “After” reviewing. the: meager availa: W ; 

-*bullet, emerging from Kennedy’s neck- ble material, it is the opinion ‘of this 7, 
) tie area, would have'had.to have veered ‘writer that a bullet fragment is not'em- - yo} 

o; 98 degrees to the left once ‘it exited “bhedded’in the-left- femur. of Gov.-Con- “he 
Kennedy in order to enter Connally’ S. ='nally,’Nichols’. article ‘states, eon” Ka 
.* Shoulder area at the location: ‘of the gov-: =-trary to the. opinions of one’ if his at-.-y 

ernor’s wound. . tending physicians, his colleagues and ji 
> ~ The questioned bullet, the. first ap-': Parkland Hospital.: Therefore, in-re-  g¢: 

oo. -paréntly fired during the six-secorid as- __ gard to his, the conclusions of the War- © ..4 
“: sassination, is presumed to:have en- * ren: Commission are in error and the by 
v8 _4ered.the neck of the president from - ~one-bullet theory’ is further. weakened, ‘ic. 
. . vk -behind and emerged at the: midline: = = inmy judgment... : ” gal 

+s pear the necktie. It is to have entered. : “This challenge. could have Been an 

-- ‘the back of the governor's chest; frac-."."ayoided if independent. medical talent -},,7: 
_ turing the.fifth rib, traversed the tho- a 

is (rax right to left and emerged below the’. 
oO, Fight nipple. - 
wo o> [tis ‘presumed to have’ continued, 
ee . fracturing, the governor’s right wrist, 

'. and it is presumed to have become en- 

he vs ~ tees! “ yee on 

. ra . tangled in his clothing, only later to fall a 

; from his trousérs.on a-stretcher:at 
oo: "Parkland Hospital in Dallas, 3 Nichols’ 

. ys o>) article states, "95 
. 

‘shot inflicted the president's s fatal. head 

wound, * the article states; 3. 
' ..5 Nichols.said his paper is.a reassess: - 

.. tment of Connally’s wounds, “taking |: 

“years sincé > the slaying. ning exe). 

" *The second ‘shot is considered tor. 
fee have missed, while the third and last.~ 

theory. ‘that. one. ‘bullet. ‘ 

metal when it was found; Nié hols.said.-- 
The explanation’ ‘offered: -the..Warren - 

from his clothing onto the stretcher.::: 
“Much speculation: and: confusion 

Jet) by neutron activation... 
t 

- ren Commission,”’ the article states. :--- 

a perficiality in- “probing the medical as- 
by the: 

thesé: may have had a bearing” on the. 

guilt or-innocence of the accused, had 

wounds to. both Kennedy’ and: Connally, 

besides. its. dubious. path, concerns. the : 

‘bullet’s. condition: once: ie. was found - 
among Connally’s clothing onastretch-. § 

er-in Parkland Hospital.. ‘The ques-- 

tioned bullet was missing, 2: 4 grains of. 

Commission was, that the, Iissing met-- 

: in ‘Connally’ leg. Nichols disputes the: 
«claim, and..asks: how it.could have 
struck thé leg with enough. force to. dis-- 7)” 
lodge the fragment; yet:fall-loosely 7 

prevails. from:failure-of-attémpts to; @ 
make: ¢the:. questioned: bullet). fit, into.: a 

” have been utilized by the Warren Com- 
mission,” . the article concludes. “It is ~ 

- feasible to remove the surgically- — 
“i aecessible- foreign body present 8 mm. *: 

Eunder the skin on the medial side of the ~* 
governor’s -Jeft.thigh.. It could. subse- . 
“quently .be identified and compared | 
with the’ metal in: : (the. questioned bule 

“ “When one considers studies pertain ti 

ing-to: the velocity, energy and pene=-.. 
trating power of authentic ammunition » 

using anatomical specimens and simu-" 
lations, it is difficult to reconcile these: 

“results with the conclusions of the War- e, 

al


